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AND THAT’S ALL FROM
THIS WEEK’S DIGEST. 

WE’LL BE BACK SOON WITH
MORE INTERESTING UPDATES. 

An initiative by:
Automobelievers at KPIT 

Like what we do?
We got more stu  down below:

LEARN MORE

 Step into the world of academia-industry 
collaboration through our recent Faculty 

Masterclass at KPIT Pune campus! Professors 
from India's premier MBA colleges gathered to 
share and exchange their ideas for bridging the 
gap between education and industry. Dive into 
the world of academia and industry interaction 
by checking out the moments captured on our 

LinkedIn post.

Fostering Knowledge
Exchange: Highlights from

Faculty Masterclass With KPIT

CHECK OUT THE SNAPS

Witness the power of creativity and innovation as 
KPITians share their visual narratives of 
Reimagining Mobility through photographs. 

Through their snaps, they highlighted that despite 
our geographical distances, our shared dedication 
to Reimagining Mobility unites us as one KPIT. 
Together, we're driving towards a cleaner, 

smarter, and safer world.smarter, and safer world.

Capturing Innovation:
KPITians Reimagining
Mobility in Pictures

WATCH THE INTERVIEW

Delve into the world of continuous growth and 
electric vehicle market insights as Mr. Kishor Patil, 
our Co-founder, CEO and MD of KPIT, engages in a 
compelling conversation with Siddharth Zarabi 
from Business Today. In this interview, he explores 
the pivotal role of enhanced capability at the 
systems level in driving KPIT's success in the 
European market. Additionally, he unveils the 

company's forthcoming strategies for the dynamic 
Indian market landscape. Tune in to this insightful 
interview for a deeper understanding of our 

industry leadership.

Exploring Growth
and EV Insights: A Conversation

with Mr. Kishor Patil

CATCH THE COMPLETE VIDEO

Join us on a journey of exploration as we dive 
deeper into Gustavo's presentation from VECS in 
Sweden. In this part, we delve into the heart of 
the Software-Defined Vehicle (SDV) revolution, 
unraveling the core aspects and motivational 
outcomes that drive this paradigm shift. Tune in 
to gain valuable insights that are shaping the 

future of mobility.future of mobility.

Unveiling the
Software-Defined Vehicle
Revolution: Insights with

Gustavo (Part 2)

LEARN MORE

Calling all young tech enthusiasts with a passion 
for innovation! The highly anticipated 10th edition 
of KPIT Sparkle has arrived, poised to redefine the 
boundaries of conventional thinking. If you know of 
any individuals who share your curiosity and drive 
for innovation, then this is their golden chance to 
showcase their skills and talents. Discover more 

about this incredible opportunity here!about this incredible opportunity here!

Announcing KPIT Sparkle
10th Edition: Ignite Your

Innovations!

A glimpse into the vibrant and educational 
Science Day Celebration at Maepra Fatima 
School, Bangkok. Take a tour through the 

engaging activities, curious minds, and exciting 
experiments that made the day truly special. 

Celebrating Science Day
at Maepra Fatima School,

Bangkok!

WATCH PART 1

Missed Part 1 of Gustavo's presentation on the 
Software-Defined Vehicle (SDV) revolution? 
Don't worry, we've got you covered! Catch up 

on his insights in our previous post.

Exploring the SDV Revolution:
Gustavo's Insights (Part 1)
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